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1. REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF THE REGULAR. PROGRAMME AND BUDGET. ESTIMATES FOR, 1955:

(Resolution WHA7.2 Resolution (1)(c); (3) and (4),. Official'ReCords 'I os:' 50,

52 and 53, No. 50 C.orr.1; Resolution EB13.R81, A7 /P&B /10 Add.l Rev.1, A7 /P&B /11,

A7 /P&B /12,. A7/P&B /12 Add.l, A7 /P&B /13, A7 /P&B /17, A7/P&B /19, A7/P&B /21, A7/P&B /22,

A7 /AFL /16) (continued)

The CHAIRMAN said that the Committee would continue the general discussion on the

budget ceiling.

Dr. DIBA (Iran) said that his delegation had heard with much interest the speeches

of delegations who had spoken for or against an increase in the budget for the year

1955. Some delegates had put forward certain financial reasons which prevented them

from voting for an increase;' he found that attitude Understandable in view of the

special conditions which most of these countries had to face.. Others had called

attention to the urgent needs of vast regions of the world and the disappointment which

the health organizations would feel if the impetus towards a better level of health in

their countries which.had been given by WHO to many of them in the last five years were

arrested; it was clear that a stabilization of the, activities, of WHO would not be well

received in such countries. It appeared that the main idea embodied in the Director-

General's proposals was the establishment of long -term programmes; such programmes

would be particularly interesting to those countries which still had to make great

efforts to improve the health conditions of their population. In many cases the first

phase of that effort had begun and for the success of those efforts it would be

necessary that the work undertaken by those national health administrations should

continue to be supported by the wise advice of WHO, which was the sole organization

which could give the help required.
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His delegation did not consider it necessary to discuss the details of the increase

in the budget as they were set out in the diagram on page 21 of Official Records No. 53,

particularly since the proposals of the Director -General had been studied in detail by

the Executive Board, It appeared to his delegation that a reduction of the budget would

hamper the work and the responsibilities which the Organization should undertake in the

year 1955. It might perhaps be possible to postpone expenditure on some of the proposals

presented for 1955; the important point, however, was the increase proposed in respect

of new projects, Examination would show that most of those projects were not really new

but were necessary to' complete work already begun and on which national health administra-

ticns - which had made. the necessary preparations for the work - had asked for the help

of WHO, byul_p which the Organization had not yet been: able to give becaúse of its financial

difficulties in the last two years. His delegation hoped'that a budget ceiling would be

approved which would avoid any prejudice to the future work of the Organization, and

therefore supported the proposals of the Director -General.

Dr;, 1liVWi12. (Indonesia) said that his Government wished to express its thanks for the

health.work which.had been done in their - country thanks to the co- operation between the

Government and.WHO It appeared to them that the earlier years of the Organization had

bean formative and that, - although great progress had been made, experience would still

be needed to find the best methods of turning into practice the principles of the

Constitution of WHO. He agreed with the delegate of Ceylon that a cut in the budget

wou_1d be a retrograde step, and his delegation felt strongly that WHO; the international

organin,a ion with the largest number of Members, should not lag behind.

He called attention to the comment in the report of the Executive Board (Official

Records No. 53, page 23), that the work of the proposed programme of WHO for 1955 would
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be serial -lay hampered .by any significant reduction in the Director -General's proposals.

That comment appeared to him of particular importance when it was considered that the

programme was the result of integrating the proposals requested by different governments

for the help of their people. The Government of Indonesia would always support the

World Health Organization with gratitude for the good help that they had received. He

would therefore support the budget ceiling proposed by the Director -General.

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR (India) said that the Indian delegation had authority to accept

in full the proposals in the Director -General's budget. He had listened to the views

expressed in this Committee and in that on Administration,' Finance and Legal Matters,

and had been reminded of the verse:

"0 wad some power the giftie gie us
Tae see. oursels as others see us."

If we could see the other person's point of view, even if it was not exactly in agree-

ment with our own, it would be possible to arrive at a more satisfactory approach to

such problems as were before this Assembly.

He thought that the proposals of the Director- General were hardly to be criticized

except in minor details: the needs of the world were so great that it could not be

said that any of these proposals were not necessary. They raised however some practical

difficulties, which had been referred to in the course of the debate. In particular

there had been the proposal by the delegate of South Africa that a finance committee

should be set up to consider the financial implications of the programme and budget

estimates. In his view such a committee would be à fifth wheel: it would not help

the Assembly but would rather create difficulties.' He recalled that the Executive Board
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had in earlier years itself set up a Standing Committee on Finance and Administration

which had examined the type of questions to which the delegate of South Africa referred;

there were present at the Executive Board alternates of the members of the Board who had

finance and budgetary experience and were competent to study such questions. He pre-

ferred that procedure to the present arrangement by which the Executive Board, as a

whole worked as an administrative and financial committee. He agreed with Dr. Stamper

that such questions should be studied carefully but that kind of work was better under-

taken by a small committee.

Sir Arcot said that there was always much to be said for a system of priorities,

but such priorities should be considered in the regional committees; the Director -General

and the Executive Board should review the programme of the Organization as a whole.

In regard to the relations between UNICEF and WHO, he wished, in the first place,

to pay tribute to the work of UNICEF, which had greatly helped the reputation of WHO

throughout the world as perhaps the most helpful and practical of the specialized

agencies. Those who like himself had worked with other agencies also realized what a

reputation WHO held among the international agencies, and much of this reputation was

due to the helpful spirit in which UNICEF had co- operated in joint projects. He thought

that the masterly statement which the representative of UNICEF had made to the Committee

the previous day contained an unanswerable case. It was not possible to judge what

should be the respective functions of the two organizations on the strength of extracts

from resolutions or of parts of statements made by representatives of the organizations.

He agreed therefore that the correct policy was for the World Health Organization to

take responsibility for the cost of project personnel - a view which, he was glad to

note, had more than once been supported by representatives of WHO. He hoped therefore
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that the Committee would accept in principle this full responsibility. Recalling,

however, that the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters had reached a

compromise decision on'the scale of assessments, by which the transition from the

current scale to ono more closely based on that of,the United Nations would be spread

over a'period of two years, he suggested that the transferrehce to the budget of WHO of

the :600,.000 for personnel staff might similarly be spread over two years, so that WHO

-would provide 'towards those expenses -300,000 in 1955 and the full amount might be

adjusted to the budget of the following year. The Executive Board'of UNICEF might be

asked`tb consider the. suggestion at their September meeting and might be willing to

assist the Director -General in the problem before him.

.._Sir Arcot agreed that the programmes of UNICEF were essential and dominant, but

they were in the limited field of child health. WHO, on the other hand, had'to take

into aécount considerations in the wider field of public health generally. It might,

therefore, be useful if, wheri'new projects were brought up by UNICEF, there could bè

previous consultation with WHO and a firm agreement on financial matters by the two

organisations

As regards the budget, a compromise might be reached between those who felt the

budget was. too large and those who feltit was riot more than adequate. Some delegations

had represented, as was their function,- the financial difficulties of their governments,

difficulties which must be taken into consideration. Undeveloped countries, on the

 other hand felt the pinch and wished to go ahead with the useful work that they were

doing. Budgets in different years must therefore vary. He thought that he could
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properly refer to the fact that India was the fourth largest contributor to the budget,

but he had no wish to suggest that his Government did not cheerfully take their full

share in . the work, particularly as they thought that WHO, by its work, was the specializes:

agency which was working most effectively for peace.

For those reasons his delegation was putting forward a compromise proposal which

would reduce the Director- General's budget by 400,000; any necessary reduction in the

programme, particularly if UNICEF were able to provide 000,000 in the manner he had

suggested, could, he was confident, be so effected as not to prejudice the work and

prestige of the Organization.

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) thought that what he had said at the eighth meeting

in regard to Article 2(a) of the Constitution had been misunderstood by the delegate of

Norway. Dr. Evang apparently thought that he had read Article 2(a) as saying that the

World Health Organization should be a directing and co- ordinating authority on inter-

national health. work. There was in fact no disagreement between himself and Dr Evang

as to the wording of the article:, but there was a misinterpretation of the agree& wordin

His delegation thought that it was misinterpreting Article 2 to say that it conferred

on WHO certain rights and obligations: it contained only a list of functions. The

Organization was empowered to act in the fields set out in that article but it did not

thereby acquire rights. Article 2(j), for example, empowered the Organization to

promote co- operation among scientific and professional groups, but that did not mean

that where there was such co- operation WHO must provide technical officers_. Similarly

Article 2(h)'prescribed as a function "to promote, in co- operation with other specialize

agencies where necessary, the prevention of accidental injuries ". That did not mean

that the' Organization had to intervene actively to prevent traffic accidents,
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Such a suggestion was obviously ridiculous, but not more ridiculous than to say that

wherever any international health work was going on, WHO must provide and pay for

technical officers.

Dr. Evang had instanced as an achievement of the Organization the fact that more

attention was now being paid everywhere to public health. He agreed; that was so

not only nationally but as regards co- operation between countries. As a consequence

of such co- operation various groups might deàide. to combine on health work. There

was, moreover, much important'internátiónal health work in the Americas for which WHO

did not provide funds. He could not accept the suggestibn that in such circumstances

there was any duty on the Organization to, intervene and provide technical officers.

In regard to the, relations between WHO and UNICEF, he expressed appreciation of

the explanation given . by the representative of the Executive Board that morning, in

particular the reference, to sub -paragraph (e) at the top of page 27, Official Records

No. 53., which stated that VIRO1s liabilities were subject to the Constitution-and to-its

available resources. Another important remark by Dr. Hyde had been that there had

never been a_clear definition. of what could and what could not be done by the World

Health Organization in joint projects. Dr. van den Berg thought.that technical

advice should always be given to other organizations by WHO when it was possible to do

so by means of the staff of the Organization; but when it was necessary to appoint',

special technical officers to carry out work for other organizations, VIRO,should, he

thought, be reimbursed. He recalled that the Director -General had said that

co- operation with other agencies was now a much heavier obligation than had been

foreseen when WHO was established. No -one at that time could have foreseen the

degree to which such co- operation would extend.
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In connexion with his suggestion that staff for UNICEF projects should be paid

from Technical Assistance funds - which the delegate of Australia had thought was

not possible - he referred to paragraph 82, page 20 of Official Records No. 53,

which stated that it originally had been planned that the cost to WHO of some of the

joint projects would be met from Technical Assistance funds, which were now not

expected to be adequate.

The delegate of South Africa had made a suggestion for establishing a special

finance and budget committee. In principle he would prefer that this work should

be done by the Executive Board. The delegate of India had referred to the former

Standing Committee of the Executive Board on Administration and Finance set up in

pursuance of the instructions of the First World Health Assembly. This committee

had now been abolished, and if the Executive Board felt that they could not undertake

the examination of the budget which had been suggested by the delegate of South

Africa, he would be prepared to accept the special committee which that delegate had

proposed.

Dr. CASTILLO -REY (Venezuela) did not see how anyone could expect WHO to deal,

with all health problems in all parts of the world. The first contribution of

governments towards world health should be to raise the health level of their own

people, giving their public -health programmes the highest budget possible; they

should then second this work with their contributions to the World Health Organization.

In his opinion the task of WHO was in the first place that of guidance and

establishment of general principles; secondly the provision of technical assistance

to the national health administrations; third the fostering of the greatest possible
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uniformity of procedures so that what is done in all parts of the world may be on

similar lines; fourth to help,with the training of personnel; and finally to

disseminate information on medical problems throughout the world. He did not

consider that the budget of WHO should continually increase. It should find its

level and carry on with its useful work. The basic functions he'had referred to

should be maintained, and other types of work should be undertaken when the funds

were available For those reasons his delegation would support the proposals of the

United States of hmerica.

Mr. BOUCHER (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) wished to

speak on the proposal put up jointly by the delegations of the Netherlands and the

United Kingdom. Dr. van den Berg would understand that he was now speaking on behalf

of the United Kingdom delegation only . The joint proposal, like the proposal of the

delegate of India, was a compromise. It did not suggest a cut of the full amount by

which his delegation thought the proposals of the Director- General could be reduced.

That full reduction was represented in the proposal of the United States delegate and

that, if it were accepted, would remove many difficulties felt by some governments.

The joint proposal of the Netherlands and the United Kingdom was that the

-effective working budget should be reduced to 0,500,000 in place of the Ç10,300,000

proposed by the Director -General, Part of this reduction could be secured by deleting

an expenditure of some 4700,.000 on field projects, the cost of which his delegation

thought shouldbe met from Technical Assistance funds as they became available.

The rest of the cut would be an overall reduction of 4100,000, which it should be
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possible to make by a number of small adjustments. They accepted the need for four

out of the five elements shown on page 21 of Official Records No. 53: statutory

increases amounting to x169,000, additional provision in respect of Spanish $166,000,

the 5112,000 provided for regional offices, and the x-621,000 for UNICEF continuing

projects. He pointed out that if WINO did not pay for technical personnel for UNICEF

projects, this last sum would be available to increase the casual income for the next

year. This would be a fortunate result, because the casual income for 1955 was

produced by scraping to the very bottom of the barrel. But his delegation thought

that it was proper that WHO should take over the personnel costs in joint projects

so that those projects for which UNICEF could not otherwise pay should be continued.

He hoped that the Committee would find this joint proposal of the delegations

of the United Kingdom and of the Netherlands acceptable as a compromise.

Mr. RAJAN, representative of UNICEF, said that he had listened with interest to

the statement made by the representative of the Executive Board. He agreed that the

terms of reference of UNICEF, as laid down in the pertinent resolutions of the

General Assembly, empowered UNICEF to provide for training and advice to strengthen

maternal and child welfare, but this should not be taken as meaning that supply was

not the main function of UNICEF. Many speakers at the original debate at the

General Assembly had strongly emphasized this supply function, and UNICEF had therefore

concentrated on providing supplies to be used for improving child health. No other

agency performed this function to anything like a comparable extent. He agreed
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therefore that UNICEF had power to provide for technical advice; if that had not

been so it would have been constitutionally impossible for them to have helped

WHO in its present financial emergency. But such help should be considered as an

emergency expedient and not as a precedent for future years. He hoped that

delegates would accept the division of functions between the two organizations.

True, WHO's obligation was limited to what could be done under its Constitution

and by its available resources. He thought, however, that it was for ïTH0 to see

that its resources were adequate to carry on what it accepted as necessary functions,

and he reminded the Committee of the statement in the report of the UNICEF Executive

Board (document A7 /P&B /10, Annex 4, page 3) that an agency's budget should reflect

the agency's view as to the priority to be attached to each field of activity.

It should not be influenced by the extraneous consideration that another agency

might furnish funds in order to prevent projects in which there was joint interest

from being discontinued or retarded. His Executive Board felt also that, if -WHO

found it necessary to reduce its liabilities, any projects to be dropped should

be chosen on the grounds that they were minor, not on the ground that they were

joint projects. He would repeat what he had said yesterday to the Committees

that when WHO found itself unable to finance its share of joint projects, UNICEF

did not feel that it_had any obligation to accept the burden. They had their

own financial problems, and were faced by great demands. They could not therefore

accept an unknown obligation which they would have to meet from an income which

was derived from voluntary contributions and therefore impossible to forecast.
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He had heard with interest the statement of the delegate from India that

WHO should accept in principle responsibility for the technical personnel and

his suggestion that the transfer should be spread over two years. - He could not

predict the reaction of the UNICEF Executive Board to such a proposal. It would

doubtless wish to consider any request in relation to its own financial resources

and the other demands on those resources, but would certainly be gratified at the

acceptance in principle by WHO of responsibility for technical personnel.

The DIRECTOR -GENERAL said that he had in the first place to speak in reply to

a question put to him by the delegate of Chile that morning, and he would try to

clarify his statement of the previous day. At yesterday meeting he had referred

to the document A7JP&B /11.of which the subtitle was "Effect upon Proposed Regular

Programme for 1955 of Modifications in Programme for 1954 ".

He had been trying to show that the existing financial situation did not

affect.1954 only-, but also 1955 unless the Health Assembly instructed him to stop

projects which were now in operation. More than" 650,000 would be needed in 1955

to cover under regular funds the costs-Of continuing projects transferred in 1954

to the regular budget from Technical . ssistancé. ins indicated on page 3 of

document A7 /P&B /13, the 0.,050,000 budgeted for new projects in 1955 would have to

be reduced by deferring a sufficient nunber of new projects to effect the financial

reductions required to meet these costs. He agreed that it was very desirable

to keep separate the regular And Technical isssistance programmes, but this process
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would require some time. If the. Health Assembly agreed that no projects in

operation should be stopped,, he would do his best to make provision, for such

continuation on the lines he had just described. In that case, there would be

only about X00 $.000 left for new projects if his programme and budget proposal

was approved.

He would mention one or two more points. Nearly all the speakers had agreed

that some items of the proposed increase of about 41,780 000 would have to be

carried on. Most agreed that provision would have to be made for the statutory

increases, that provision should be made for the additional use of Spanish, that

the regional offices should be further developed and that it was necessary to

accept the personnel costs of joint projects with UNICEF. Some, on the other

hand, had simply said that they would support the resolution of the United States

delegation. He had a responsibility to make clear what would happen under the

different proposals that were before the Committee. Theproposal of the United

States delegation wóuld provide only about 4100,000 above the 1954 level,. This

0

would not even cover the statútory increases., and it would, therefore, mean no

increase of'work and - of more importance - it would mean stopping some of the

projects now being carried on. This would be not only a waste of WHO money, but

would also waste the money that national governments had put into these projects

in their own countries-. The proposal from the delegation of India would make it

possible for tiVHO'to carry on what it was at present doing, but would not provide

for new projects. The delegations of the United Kingdom and the Netherlands had

proposed the same figure for the budget, but on different grounds.. The Netherlands

did not wish to provide the funds for technical staff for joint projects with UNICEF.

The United Kingdom, on the other hand, wished to make this provision. If the
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United Kingdom and Netherlands proposal was adopted, he would therefore have difficulty

in interpreting the intentions of the Health Assembly without a clear, decision.

The Executive Board of UNICEF had made it clear that tiey did not wish to continue to

provide the funds to WHO to cover the cost of staff of joint projects. If, however,

the UNICEF Executive Board would agree with the Netherlands proposal, that proposal

would in fact provide a cut of 4,200,000 only.

The United Kingdom delegation said that if the. UNICEF Executive Board should be

willing to pay this X600,000, the amount provided in the 1955 budget for that purpose

could be carried to the suspense account. He thought it necessary to avoid a possible

misunderstanding here. What appeared in the diagram on page 21 of Official Records

No. 53 relevant to that sum of w600,000, were not new projects. The amount was

necessary to cover expenses on current projects for which in 1954 UNICEF was

reimbursing the cost of the health personnel.

The projects that had had to be deferred in 1953 and in 1954 involved a cost

of over 43,000,000. His intention was to provide in the 1955 budget only some

$700,000, as indicated in the diagram, to meet some of the governments? requests for

projects, the costs of which, if not met, would increase the amount of póstponed

projects.

Finally, he assumed it was not necessary to say that he'preferréd the proposal

he had put before the Committee. As the Director- General, responsible for the work

of the Organization, he had to make the position clear, His own proposal permitted

a very small expansion. If the other proposals were adopted, the Committee new knew

the consequences. They would not have Spanish, provision for the necessary expansion

of regional offices, or funds for WHO to finance the field staff for joint projects

with UNICEF. If his proposed budget was reduced he asked that the Health Assembly

should give him clear instructions as to how the cuts could be secured.
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Dr-, BRADY (United States of America) said he had two requests. The first re-

ferred to working paper Na. 2, which had been distributed. He had discussed this

with other, delegates, and they were not all clear how the paper indicated the

assessment on governments, and he would be grateful if the matter could be explained.

Secondly, the United States delegation asked that a vote be taken by roll -call on

the proposals in regard to the ceiling.

Mr. SIEGEL (Assistant Director -General, Administration and Finance), Secretary,

said that he was not sure of the exact question raised by Dr. Brady. He referred

to working paper No 2, in which the Director - General had set gut the various pro. -

posais, showing the figures involved in each so-as to make the position clear and

to help also in deciding on the order of voting

Line 1 of the table showed the tot.l budget. From that was deducted the.casual

income to arrive at the gross assessments. From that were deducted the assessments

of the inactive Members and.of China. The result was the amount.of assessment of

the remaining Members, and to that result had'b'een added the casual income.to

show the effective working budget. The first column showed the proposal of the

Director -General,, the second that of the delegation of India, the third the joint

proposal of the United Kingdom and the Netherlands, and the fourth that of the

United States of America.

The CHAIRMAN said that the Committee could now proceed to vote on the several

proposals.

Mr, AMERASEKERA (Ceylon) wished for clarification° of oie point Concerning-the

procedure for voting. .The United States delegate had asked for a vote.byroll -call
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in accordance with Rule 66 of the Rules of Procedure. Rule 68, on the other hand,

stated that a secret ballot might be taken if the Health Assembly so decided. He

would therefore make a formal proposal that the voting in the present case be by

secret ballot

The CHAIRMAN said that he would put to the vote the proposal of the delegate of

Ceylon. If it was rejected, the voting would be by roll -call as proposed by the

United States delegation.

Mr. SOLE (Union of South Africa) asked whether there could not be a discussion

of the proposal of the delegate of Ceylon before it waspit to the vote. He knew of

no precedent either in the United Nations or in any specialized agency for a vote

by secret ballot on a budget.

. Dr. EVANG (Norway) observed that an ordinary vote by show of hand would ob-

viously save time. He wondered whether the delegations of Ceylon and of the United

States of America could not both withdraw their proposals. If not, he personally

would favour the proposal of the delegate of Ceylon.

Mr. AMERASEKERA (Ceylon) and Dr. BRADY (United States of America) agreed to

withdraw their proposals.

The CHAIRMAN said that, of the various proposals concerning the level of the

budget and the effective working budget in 1955, he would first put to the vote that

of the United States delegation, which was the furthest removed from the original

proposal. Next came the proposal of the Netherlands and United Kingdom delegations,
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followed by the proposal of the Indian delegation, and finally the proposal of

Lebanon, which was simply the original proposal of the Director -General.

He put to the vote the proposal of the.United States delegation.

Decision: The proposal was rejected by 38 votes to 24 with
4 abstentions.

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the proposal of the Netherlands and Utitèd

Kingdom delegations.

Decision: The proposal was rejected by 30 votes to 28, with 7 abstentions.

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the proposal of the delegation of India.

Decision: The proposal was rejected by 34 votes to 16, with 14 abstentions.

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the proposal of the delegation of Lebanon.

Decision: The proposal was adopted by 28 votes to 25, with 11 abstentions.

2. ADOPTION OF DRAFT THIRD REPORT OF THE' COMMITTEE (Document A7 /P&B/WP /5 )

Dr. KAPRIO (Finland), Rapporteur, in, view of the decision just taken, indicated

the figures to be inserted in the resolution contained in the draft third report

of the Committee (doc.ünent A7 /P &B/WP /5), namely Us $114953,460 for the budget

level and US 4,10,311,100 for the effective working budget.

Decision: The report, thus completed, was adopted
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3. REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF THE REGULAR PROGRAILE AND BUDGET ESTIiJiATES
FOR 1955: Item 6.4 of the Agenda (Official Records No. 50) (resumed)

The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee, now that the ceiling of the budget was

determined, to proceed to a detailed examination of the various activities pro-

posed in the Director -General s. "operating programme" (Official Records No. 50,

Part II).

Central Technical Services (Official Records No. 50, pages 51-69)

Office of the Assistant Director- General

No comments.

Epidemiological and Health Statistical Services

No comments.

Therapeutic Súbstánces

No comments.

Editorial and Reference Services

Dr. REGAlA (Philippines) wondered whether it would be appropriate to mention

a point that had been raised by the delegation of Pakistan at the second meeting

of the Working Party on International Quarantine. It concerned the publication

in the Chronicle of the World Health Organization of a statement in connexion

with a matter on which the Organization had not yet taken any definite stand.

Dr. GEAR, Assistant Director- General, Central Technical Services, explained

that the article to which the delegate of Pakistan had referred had appeared not
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in the Chronicle but in the VJWD Newsletter, which was the responsibility not of the

Division of Editorial `and.Reference Services, but of ,.the Division of Public Informa-

tion. There would be an opportunity to raise the question in the Committee on

Administration, Finance and Legal Matters.

Advisory Services (Official Records No. 50, pages 65 -83)

Office of the Assistant Director -General

No comments.

Communicable- Disease Services

Dr. SICAULT (Morocco, French Zone) wished to draw the attention of the

Director - General to the importance of establishing throughout the world a' number

of centres for trachoma research. In the international campaign against trachoma

at present being carried on in Morocco, a number.of'theoretical, questions, whose

solution would be óf importance in future campaigns, were constantly being raised.

There had been a number of expert Meetings.to,discuss such questions, but there

did not seem to exist anywhere in the world a specialized centre where research

into all of them could be carried on with the a.ssisttnce of WHO. He therefore pro-

posed that the question of establishing such centres should be examined in connexion

With thy, inter - country programmes, and that the facilities already existing in

Morocco .which could, be developed into a centres should receive.officiall recognition

and aid from WHO. Those facilities consisted of a clinic and a laboratory,, for the

development of which 15 million francs could be made available the following year..

There was a need for long -term consultants to plan research programmes, . and similar
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provision could be made for other parts of the world where trachoma was an

important problem. Later there could be expert meetings between the directors

of the various research centres to discuss a number of questions still in need

of clarification.

He did not know whether he should make a formal proposal or leave it to the

Director -General to take his suggestions into consideration.

Dr. DIBh (Iran) noted that, whereas "Malaria and Insect Control" figured

in the sub- heading to the section on Communicable- Disease Services, there was

no paragraph on malaria in the text. That was surprising in view of the fact

that at present new problems were arising for countries struggling against malaria,

in particular the problem of resistance to insecticides and the difficulties that

occurred when it was proposed to end malaria -control schemes. Iran was contem-

plating. the termination of the expensive spraying campaign that it had been carrying

on for the last four years and in that connexion it would welcome advice from

iVHO.

Mr. HARRY (Australia) had understood from 'the discussion on -the budget level

that, since many Technical Assistance projects :planned .for 1954 had been trans-

ferred to the regular budget, some of the regular projects in the ,Director- General's

proposed programme for 1955 would have to be deferred to allow for the continua-

tion of those Technical Assistance projects. He wondered whether the Director-

General could indicate under each heading what transfers were contemplated and the

amount of money involved.
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The DIRECTOR - GENERAL observed that the Committee was at present discussing

Headquarters activities. The transfers to which the delegate of Australia referred

concerned regiónal projects, and-the question would perhaps be more appropriately

raised when the Committee came to discuss that part of the programme.

Dr. SUTTER, Assistant Director- General, Advisory Services, Secretary, repl,ring

to the points raised' by the representative of Morocco, noted that the proposed programme

included provision for a meeting in 1955 of the Expert Committee on Trachoma, to

review thé results of the trachoma campaigns carried on in various countries over

the past two years. On page 76 of Official Records No. 50 would be seen provision

for a grant for laboratory' studies on the trachoma virus, in accordance with a

recdminendation made by the Expert Committee at its last session.

In reply to the points raised by the delegate of Iran, he noted that the

possibility of terminating spraying campaigns in areas where the incidence of malaria

had been reduced was at present under consideration at various malaria conferences,

and that studies on resistance to insecticides were,proceeding., The latter question

would be studied by the Expert Committee. on Insecticides, a meeting of which in 1955

was provided for under "Environmental Sanitation ". Provision was also included for

studies on the absorption of insecticide by mud walls.

Dr. SICAULT (Morocco, French Zone) regretted that he was not satisfied with the

reply of Dr. Sutter. The proposed grant for laboratory studies on trachoma, virus

was only $1,000, which was quite inadequate for the promotion of research on such

an important problem. He wondered whether, if the Expert Committee on Trachoma was

to meet early in the year, a larger sum should not be provided, to be used for under-
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taking a long -term programme in accordance with any recommendations the Expert

Committee might make. He would not propose any formal. resolution,, but he wished to

draw attention to the importance of thé question of trachoma research in general and

of an early meeting of the Expert Committee in particular.

Dr. SUTTER, Assistant Director -General, Advisory Services, said that it was

expected that the Expert Committee on Trachoma would meet in the latter half of 1955.

Professor RODHAIN (Belgium) said that no provision seemed to be proposed in 1955

for work on onchocerciasis. There was, however, a provision of $5,000 for work on

filariasis, and.he wondered whether part of that sum could be used in connexion with

onchocerciasis, which was one of the filariases and was after all an extremely

important disease.

Dr. SUTTER, Assistant Director -General, Advisory Services, observed that there

was in fact a provision of $1,000 for research on onchocerciasis. The provision in

respect of filariasis was for a study group, to advise WHO on the aspects in which its

assistance was most needed and in which practical results appeared the most feasible.

The CHAIRMAN, noting that no further comments were offered, invited the Committee

to proceed to.the next section.

Organization of Public -Health Services

Dr. TOTTIE (Sweden), in connexion with the last sentence on page 66 and with

the discussión that had taken place in the Committee on Programme and Budget at the

Sixth World Health Assembly, drew attentión to document. A7 /P &B /20, containing a

joint proposal by the delegatióás of Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland and. Iceland
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concerning a programme in dental health. He hoped that planning in the matter of

dental health would be on the lines of that proposal, and that a report to that effect

could be drawn up by the Rapporteur for submission to the Health Assembly.

Dr. HILLENBRAND (United States of America) was glad that the question of dental

health had been raised, particularly as there had been repeated requests at various

' sessions of the Health Assembly that more attention should be given to it. The

Sixth World Health Assembly had adopted resolution WHA6.17, one result of which was

an important conference on dental diseases at the moment taking place in New Zealand,

and to be followed, he hoped, by other such conferences. All over the world increasing

attention was being given to dental public- health, particularly in his Own country,

where advancing dental science was bringing new techniques that could be used against

the dental diseases that were pandemic in most parts of the world. As an example

of the application of those techniques, over 20 million people in the United States

were at present drinking water containing fluorine, either naturally present or

artificially added. He knew that his Scandinavian colleagues were also traditionally

interested in dental problems.

.There were over 200,000 qualified dentists and dental assistants in the world,

and it was time they were enlisted as part of WHO's moderh health team. He realized

that certain priorities must be observed, but a modest beginning could surely be

made in long -range planning of dental health programmes.

Profession JULIUS (Netherlands) expressed his support for the proposal of the

delegations of Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland and Iceland. It appeared that not

much action had yet'been taken on resolution WHA6.17. He agreed with the United
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States delegation that dental health was a part of public health. Admittedly-it

was somewhat of a.perfection of health care, but in countries that had reached 4

stage where dental services could be provided it was surely time for a concerted

programme..

Tr. Melville MACKENZIE, representative of the Executive Board, explained that

."the question of a WHO dental- health programmé had first come before the Board in

the'form of a document submitted by the International menta], Federation, which con -

.tained a number of suggestions including the proposal that_the Director -General should

appoint' a permanent dental- health officer. The Executive Board had discussed the

question'at length, and it had been agreed on the one hand that some action was

desirable, and on the other: hand that actual research on dental -health problems

was outside the scope of WHO; the latter's role should be educative. The Director -

General had explained at the time that although there existed no dental -health

section, WHO was doing a certain amount of dental -health work in connexion with

maternal and child welfare and nutrition.

The conclusions of the Board were recorded in._section...67...pf Official Records

No. 53,

Dr..TURBOTT (New Zealand) wished for some clarification in connexion with

document A7 /P &B /20. The proposal spoke of developing a comprehensive long -range

programme in thefield of dental health and then of appointing a permanent dental-

health officer. It seemed to him that it would be preferable in the first place

to conduct a study with a view to determinating on-what aspects of dental health WHO

could 'perform useful and effective work.
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Professor JULIUS (Netherlands) noted with satisfaction the provision for

consultant services to meet requests for assistance with technical aspects of

demonstration and training activities, seminars and conferences involving health

education of the public. Health educators could be of great service in preparing

populations to receive teams sent to eradicate diseases in various areas, and any

provision to promote such activities would have the support of his delegation.

Dr. KAPRIO (Finland), Rapporteur, asked for the opinion of the Director -General

on the proposal in document A7 /P &B /20, The Sixth World Health Assembly had recommended

that provision for a programme in dentistry be made in the programme and budget for

1955 as far as financial possibilities would allow. It appeared that financial

possibilities had not allowed for such a programme. At the same time the Executive

Board had expressed the opinion that additional attention should be given to the

promotion of dental- health programmes.

Was there any need for a formal resolution on the question, or would it be

enough for the Director -General to note the present discussion? He was asking that

question both as Rapporteur and as one of the delegates in whose name the proposal

stood.

The DIRECTOR- GENERAL felt that it was necessary to give the same explanation

that he had already given to the Executive Board.

His difficulty had been that he had been given to understand that he must not

propose any increase in the staff of Headquarters, and he had not had time to analyse

the entire staff situation at Headquarters so as to see how it would be possible to

present to the Health Assembly a programme in dental health, From the discussion
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in the Executive Board he had concluded that the best course would be to use the

money provided for short -term consultants to appoint a consultant to study the whole

problem with a view to later drawing up a long -term programme. In accordance with

the results of that study, and if financial possibilities allowed, he could then

ask for funds in 1956. Actually to create a dental- health section might prove to

be the most practical course, but on the other hand it might not. He hoped that the

Health Assembly would allow him to proceed on those lines.

Dr. MELLBYE (Norway) said that his delegation was satisfied with the explanation

of the Director -General.

Decision: It was agreed that the Director- General should be authorized
to proceed on the lines that he had indicated.

Miss RABO (Sweden) noted with great satisfaction the provision for an expert

committee on psychiatric nursing. It-was particularly welcome in view of the great

scope of problems of mental disease, the new methods of treatment that were bejng

developed, the special problems of psychiatric nursing, and the low standard of

Apsychiatrit xursing even_in--!tonamically developed countries.

The CHAIRMEN noted that there were no further comments on the proposed programme

for organization of public -health services. The discussion would be continued

at the next meeting.

The meeting rose at 5.30 p.m.


